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1
00:00:18.420 --> 00:00:28.709
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): Good morning, everybody. We're going to 
go ahead and give it a few minutes before we go ahead and get started. 
You are on the Picornet, Cdc. Covid. Nineteen project update.

2
00:00:57.260 --> 00:01:04.289
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): Good morning, everybody. Thank you for 
joining. We're going to wait just one more minute to give people who 
have back to back meetings a chance to go ahead and join us.

3
00:01:36.980 --> 00:02:04.699
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): All right. We can go ahead and get 
started. Hello, everybody! Um! We wanted to welcome all of you for 
that. Cdc. Covid, nineteen electronic health data and your Webinar. We 
appreciate each of you taking time out of your day to be with us. My 
name is Danielle Sill, and I'm. With the Public Health Informatics 
Institute, which is a program of the task force for Global Health. 
Before we get started today. I wanted to provide just a bit of 
housekeeping. You're welcome to put answers or put questions in the Q. 
And A. Box

4
00:02:04.710 --> 00:02:15.429
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): throughout the Webinar. We will monitor 
it throughout the Webinar to answer any questions as they come in, 
feel free to either use the Q. And A. Or if you prefer the chat. You 
can use that, too. We'll be checking goals of them throughout the 
Webinar

5
00:02:15.560 --> 00:02:34.689
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): Additionally, we'll have time at the 
end. Um! So if you like to ask questions at the end and come up with 
you. You're more than welcome to do so. This Webinar is being 
recorded, and we will send out the link to the recording slides and 
and transcript after the call is completed today, and at this time i'd 
like to send it over to take it from Cdc. For welcome.

6
00:02:36.900 --> 00:02:50.060
Tegan K. Boehmer: Well, good morning, everyone. Um! It's nice to be 
with you again. My name is Tegan Bamer, and I'm. A epidemiologist and 
health scientist at Cdc. And have been working on the privilege. I'm. 
Working with



7
00:02:50.260 --> 00:03:04.300
Tegan K. Boehmer: Jason and Tom, and on this project for two years 
now, and we are definitely excited to be officially beginning our 
third year of this collaboration with Phi Ii. And P. Cornet.

8
00:03:04.400 --> 00:03:05.670
Tegan K. Boehmer: I

9
00:03:06.020 --> 00:03:23.529
Tegan K. Boehmer: I wanted to um share some of the um slight, I guess. 
Modification um in some of the activities that we plan and look 
forward to doing in year three. So we'll be having a few more analytic 
queries in addition to them or descriptive queries.

10
00:03:23.540 --> 00:03:53.060
Tegan K. Boehmer: Um, we've planned for a few queries that will access 
the full Cdm. Rather than just the Covid Cdm. Um, and this might be, 
for an example, to look at some indirect effects of the Covid pandemic 
on um. You know other chronic conditions or mental health where we 
want to make sure we're reaching a full patient population. Um, it's 
part of those analytic queries. We may also uh have a few instances in 
which we return the de identified line level data. Um, And what this 
uh

11
00:03:53.070 --> 00:04:18.040
Tegan K. Boehmer: we'll do is provide as an opportunity to really 
expedite any re-analysis that may be necessary. Um, you know we don't 
get everything exactly right, and when we design the queries the first 
time. Um! And so, having some flexibility, um will be very valuable. 
Um and help us hopefully disseminate some of these key findings more 
rapidly. So we can do a re analysis about going back and implementing 
that all weary and our time.

12
00:04:18.050 --> 00:04:37.459
Tegan K. Boehmer: So um as part of these um activities, what they 
really do is provide us some additional flexibility and some 
opportunities to pilot these data enhancements, and then really 
position this collaboration to be able to address current and future 
public health priorities of,

13
00:04:37.470 --> 00:04:50.949
Tegan K. Boehmer: you know, and and public health priorities broadly 
as well as sort of the changing um priorities and needs of the centers 



for disease, control and production. So, really looking forward to 
working with you in this third year of the project

14
00:04:51.150 --> 00:04:53.580
Tegan K. Boehmer: I did want to

15
00:04:53.920 --> 00:05:03.339
Tegan K. Boehmer: mentioned that Cdc. Will be meeting with the copies 
Jason and Tom and some of our colleagues at Cdc.

16
00:05:03.350 --> 00:05:32.420
Tegan K. Boehmer: In the Covid. The new Covid Division. Uh, that will 
be uh. I guess it was sort of soft launched um last week. I still 
requires, you know, approval by levels of government. Um! But we'll be 
meeting with some of those colleagues as well as maybe some folks in 
the chronic disease, or to start brainstorming. Uh! What are some 
priorities that we may want to address in the third year of this 
cooperative agreement? And I know Jason and Tom, or have already, or

17
00:05:32.430 --> 00:05:39.709
Tegan K. Boehmer: on a meeting with the Peak cornet with this project 
Steering Committee to generate some ideas as well.

18
00:05:40.440 --> 00:06:00.269
Tegan K. Boehmer: Um. I also wanted to highlight some recent successes 
that are really in response to Cdc. Ah, leadership requests and 
priorities. Um. So in the June cue, Mother Query, we inserted lots of 
um, some kind of new Ah cohorts

19
00:06:00.380 --> 00:06:18.340
Tegan K. Boehmer: um. One of them was to um see if there was an 
association between pediatric Um, the unspecified pediatric hepatitis 
of the potential supply of Covid. Um. That data show that there was no 
increased risk between Sars can be too positive. And so it could be 
two negative pediatric patients.

20
00:06:18.350 --> 00:06:29.190
Tegan K. Boehmer: So that was good. That was kind of a question that 
Cdc had been asking for a while, as they were trying to understand the 
etiology of those pediatric hepatitis cases.

21
00:06:29.200 --> 00:06:57.070



Tegan K. Boehmer: Um. Similarly we look for cardiac cardiac 
complications following Covid in some of the youngest patients, the 
six month to four year old patients um. And while this information 
wasn't available to really inform the decision on the approval of the 
vaccine. Um. This does give us a good baseline um understanding of 
what Some of these complications are um in the pre vaccine era for 
this university.

22
00:06:57.860 --> 00:07:27.849
Tegan K. Boehmer: Um! And then I think maybe most uh excited. Um, i'm 
most excited about uh some of the preliminary data that Jason is going 
to show you later on this morning, looking at Paxlovid use by race and 
ethnicity. Uh was uh shared up with the Uh Department of Health and 
Services and the Renaissance at the White House. This is really having 
this individual level data on race and ethnicity among individuals 
Receiving uh these

23
00:07:27.860 --> 00:07:54.570
Tegan K. Boehmer: new therapeutics is is a huge gap, and we it's just 
not easily or readily available. Um! Some of the information that H. 
Just has on uh dispensing of these therapeutics is just sort of at a 
zip code level, and so you can do more ecological analyses to look at 
the Zip Code, where they're being dispensed, and what you know, the 
social portability, indexes, et cetera. But really having the 
individual patient level data uh

24
00:07:54.580 --> 00:08:22.490
Tegan K. Boehmer: is uh something we've been looking for for a while. 
Um, and so um. Jason will probably also mention. We updated that the 
therapeutics query. It just became available, I think, last night or 
um over the weekend, so there's no results um to be published um, or 
to be presented on that quite yet. Um, but we are planning on, working 
towards a rapid publication and dissemination of these findings 
looking at. Um.

25
00:08:22.620 --> 00:08:31.560
Tegan K. Boehmer: So again thank you all for your ongoing support, and 
we look forward to continuing to work together to inform these 
important public health questions.

26
00:08:31.760 --> 00:08:32.789
Tegan K. Boehmer: Thanks.

27
00:08:35.860 --> 00:08:42.989



Tegan K. Boehmer: And i'm happy to take any quick questions. I should 
have mentioned that, too, before Jason starts his presentation. I have 
to sign off at eleven thirty today,

28
00:08:43.000 --> 00:08:46.019
but any initial questions,

29
00:08:52.220 --> 00:08:53.899
Jason Block: and thank you,

30
00:08:53.910 --> 00:08:57.289
Jason Block: taking it that if summarize, we'll we'll send them your 
way.

31
00:08:57.300 --> 00:08:59.130
Tegan K. Boehmer: Okay,

32
00:09:02.080 --> 00:09:21.280
Jason Block: all right. Well, Danielle, i'll just get kick um kick 
into our presentation, and it's me alone today. Tom had a last minute 
thing that came up, so he couldn't join. But if there are questions 
that are specific for Tom, please pass them along, and if questions 
arise during the presentation for Tegan.

33
00:09:21.290 --> 00:09:24.269
Jason Block: Then we can pass them along after as well.

34
00:09:24.790 --> 00:09:30.579
Jason Block: So thanks everyone for joining. This is our august update 
for this project,

35
00:09:31.110 --> 00:09:38.379
Jason Block: and, as taken already mentioned, we are excited to kick 
into some new activities, and to begin the third year of this project

36
00:09:38.520 --> 00:09:50.100
Jason Block: in terms of what we'll be covering today. I'll talk 
briefly about year, three funding and query updates. I'll talk about 
our risk and therapeutics

37



00:09:50.110 --> 00:10:05.409
Jason Block: data and give you some updates about that in the next in 
the the next query, but it's actually um already been processed. We 
just really haven't been able to dive into the data yet, but i'll give 
you some the information about what we've been able to process for 
this.

38
00:10:05.450 --> 00:10:20.900
Jason Block: We'll talk a little bit about. Monkey pox is an issue 
that we want to um cover as well as sort of a additional um infectious 
disease outbreak that has arisen during the course of this um time 
period.

39
00:10:21.280 --> 00:10:37.020
Jason Block: We're going to talk about the year three topics that we 
plan to explore, and our manuscript plan, and then i'll give you some 
updates on our most recent cumulative query that's been fully 
processed now, and that includes data through June.

40
00:10:38.700 --> 00:10:44.319
Jason Block: All right. So Danielle already mentioned that for a Phi I

41
00:10:44.870 --> 00:10:54.870
Jason Block: we're in the process of the logistical and financial 
arrangements for year. Three year, three officially began on August 
The first

42
00:10:55.800 --> 00:11:05.370
Jason Block: we're going to be providing level funding for each of the 
sites that are participating, and Phi Ii. Has already begun to send 
out the site agreements.

43
00:11:05.380 --> 00:11:22.869
Jason Block: They will require a new agreement this year, or a new 
contract, as opposed to what happened last year, where they were able 
to amend the prior year's contract. This one actually is going to 
require a new one, and several of those have been sent out, and I 
suspect that more will be sent out this coming week.

44
00:11:23.340 --> 00:11:43.139
Jason Block: Um! So in terms of what year three is going to entail, 
It's going to be very similar to what we've done in the past, except 
that we're going to be doing more of those type of queries that taken 



already referred to, which is these analytic queries where we do 
distributed regression, but accompanying that

45
00:11:43.150 --> 00:11:50.540
Jason Block: we have some line-level data that will allow us to do 
more detailed analyses,

46
00:11:50.720 --> 00:11:58.540
Jason Block: and allow us to do some kind of secondary analyses that 
always arise when we start our first. When we first start looking 
through some of the results.

47
00:11:58.700 --> 00:12:16.650
Jason Block: Um. In addition to that, just to mention, there are a 
number of um sort of in infrastructure updates that we've been working 
on for a while that we're going to be really diving into more 
aggressively at the beginning of year three, which is to help to make 
these queries

48
00:12:16.660 --> 00:12:32.019
Jason Block: ah! More easily executed at sites, as many of you know. 
Um! The queries that we have been doing as part of this project have 
increased in their complexity over the course of time, and that's made 
it difficult for some of the sites with the data

49
00:12:32.030 --> 00:12:49.779
Jason Block: that they have in order to complete those queries in a 
timely fashion. And so we're trying to make these queries more 
efficient. Allow them to be stopped in the middle One of the issues 
that some of the sites have had is that the queries have to run from 
the beginning through completion.

50
00:12:50.160 --> 00:13:06.199
Jason Block: Um! And before the output data, and that's created some 
challenges. And so we're trying to update that in order to make it 
easier for sites to run those queries. And so we'll We'll kind of 
update you as we go along. We'll be doing these every other month,

51
00:13:06.210 --> 00:13:11.849
Jason Block: Webinars. But our hope is to have those rolled out pretty 
early in the course of this third year

52



00:13:12.640 --> 00:13:29.940
Jason Block: in terms of recent updates what we've been doing. We just 
completed this updated risk and therapeutics Query: I'll show you the 
types of data that we're outputting from that. So you can get a sense 
of what we've been looking at, and the changes that we've been able to 
integrate with this new query compared to the first one that we did

53
00:13:29.950 --> 00:13:45.879
Jason Block: um, and one of the major things that we've been exploring 
with this is um the equity in the ah use of therapeutics or 
prescriptions for Covid nineteen. So that's been a major focus of 
this, and i'll show you some of that early Ah! Preliminary data.

54
00:13:46.390 --> 00:13:56.190
Jason Block: Our next query is going to be in early September. Our 
standard cumulative query. This is the one that we run every two 
months or so. The last time we executed it was. But in July

55
00:13:56.510 --> 00:14:00.859
Jason Block: we always make some changes whenever we do these 
cumulative queries.

56
00:14:01.250 --> 00:14:20.919
Jason Block: I'll show you some of the data that taken already 
referred to at the end of the presentation. Um! One of the things that 
we are going to do in this next query, which is to add an evaluation 
of monkey box for the first time to see if there's an opportunity to 
start identifying some of the cases to support some of Cdc's response 
efforts.

57
00:14:21.380 --> 00:14:31.769
Jason Block: So that's those are the big kind of query updates, and we 
expect to have sort of an allotment of queries that we plan to do in 
the first half of this project that

58
00:14:31.800 --> 00:14:45.020
Jason Block: as we get that sorted out in the discussions that we're 
going to be having with Cdc. Over the coming weeks. Um, we will start 
sending um a a list of those, so that you know what to expect as we 
start moving forward.

59
00:14:46.840 --> 00:15:00.140
Jason Block: Um! So our plans for year three queries we already went 



through some of this more de-identified patient level data up to six 
of these queries, where we actually do distributed analytics,

60
00:15:00.170 --> 00:15:05.289
Jason Block: coupled with the output or the return of the identified 
patient level data,

61
00:15:05.750 --> 00:15:08.450
and there are a number of topics that we have been

62
00:15:08.670 --> 00:15:24.199
Jason Block: discussing with Cdc in terms of the types of things that 
we're going to explore. Therapeutics is going to be a major focus. So 
predictors of uptake of therapeutics. We have some descriptive 
assessment of this already. There's going to be an opportunity to do 
this in a more detailed way.

63
00:15:25.310 --> 00:15:43.050
Jason Block: We want to look at some of the natural history of patient 
outcomes after therapeutics obviously outcomes related to the use of 
pax livid among the other therapeutics is really important. We're not 
necessarily talking about doing comparative effectiveness as part of 
this, but rather to observe the outcomes after treatment,

64
00:15:43.260 --> 00:15:46.480
Jason Block: how that might change over the course of time.

65
00:15:47.690 --> 00:15:55.880
Jason Block: A major thing that we've been interested in is trying to 
consider additional things that have

66
00:15:56.340 --> 00:15:59.349
during the course of the pandemic. We know that

67
00:15:59.930 --> 00:16:13.080
Jason Block: the pandemic has not just had an impact with the direct 
stars. Covid. Two infections that have occurred, but also has had 
indirect effects on chronic disease

68
00:16:13.090 --> 00:16:20.749
Jason Block: and care delivery. And so there's an opportunity to 



explore some of these questions that are directly related to the 
pandemic,

69
00:16:20.760 --> 00:16:35.300
Jason Block: but affect other diseases and processes that have 
occurred during the course of it; and some of these queries we expect 
to execute on the full Cdm. Rather than just the Covid Cdm. That's 
updated on a monthly basis.

70
00:16:35.310 --> 00:16:48.630
Jason Block: Probably try to time some of those to around the time 
that the full Cdm. Is updated in a quarterly fashion. Although some of 
these questions Don't require as updated data as our Covid-related 
queries do,

71
00:16:49.320 --> 00:17:15.499
Jason Block: Obviously, everyone is interested in the long-term 
effects of Covid in the post-acutes of Quality or Long covid and so we 
expect that we'll probably be doing some additional queries that will 
assess the natural history of patients with post-acutes quality of 
Covid as well. But these topics are still being um processed and 
discussed, and we expect to have a list of them that we can send out 
once we start finalizing these

72
00:17:17.660 --> 00:17:18.730
Jason Block: all right.

73
00:17:18.890 --> 00:17:23.639
Jason Block: The first thing I wanted to show you is some data on 
therapeutics

74
00:17:24.010 --> 00:17:33.349
Jason Block: which is feeding into sort of an updated data assessment 
that we just got over the weekend. As Tegan mentioned.

75
00:17:34.350 --> 00:17:40.839
Jason Block: So this first query that we executed was in

76
00:17:40.970 --> 00:17:47.719
Jason Block: June, and included data up through May of two thousand 
and twenty two.



77
00:17:49.040 --> 00:18:07.899
Jason Block: What we wanted to do in this query was really look at the 
more novel therapeutics that arisen over um the last Ah, eight months 
or so, so, as many of you know, Pax, Levin and Mola Peerivier both Ah 
received Fda emergency use authorizations

78
00:18:07.910 --> 00:18:27.250
Jason Block: in December and late December kind of right, as the 
overgrown variant Ah wave began, and the use of these medications has 
ramped up quite a bit over the course of time, especially in the last 
several months. And so we wanted to get a sense of how often these 
medications are being used.

79
00:18:27.260 --> 00:18:43.410
Jason Block: Also, monochonals have been available since November of 
twenty, twenty um, but several different iterations, amount of 
clonals, including the most current one that's available, which is 
that the loa map which received an Fda come to use authorization in 
February

80
00:18:44.070 --> 00:19:02.790
Jason Block: in January, Um, when Desavier had another Fda emergency 
use authorization for outpatient use. And so that's another one that 
we wanted to look at. So all of these are therapeutics that have 
recently been approved. Monica Cornwall's. We look back further, 
because they've been available in different iterations for much 
longer.

81
00:19:03.840 --> 00:19:14.979
Jason Block: The initial query covered the time here from July two 
thousand and twenty-one through May of two thousand and twenty-two. 
This covered the delta and omicron waves, obviously the only one of 
these therapeutics that was available

82
00:19:15.710 --> 00:19:25.889
Jason Block: the for in in two thousand and twenty-one was 
monoclonal's, and then, starting in in January two thousand and 
twenty-two which was when these other therapeutics became available.

83
00:19:27.050 --> 00:19:32.249
Jason Block: Um i'll describe to you the changes that we made in the 
most recent one. When I show you this initial data,



84
00:19:32.950 --> 00:19:47.400
Jason Block: we wanted to focus on high-risk groups. So we spent a lot 
of time, working with both Cdc and our scientific advisory group in 
Pornet to identify the groups that we wanted to really dive in deeply 
on. And those were age-based groups.

85
00:19:47.410 --> 00:20:05.280
Jason Block: Um that defined risk for severe Covid, as well as some 
disease-based groups that we identified as the groups that were most 
at risk for severe Covid, and those were patients who received organ 
transplants. Those who are on immunosuppressives receiving multiple 
prescriptions for court

86
00:20:05.290 --> 00:20:08.260
steroids and receiving active cancer treatment.

87
00:20:08.570 --> 00:20:18.689
Jason Block: So we were we examined overall prevalence of use of the 
different therapeutics, and by these different characterizations or 
demographics, and over time,

88
00:20:19.730 --> 00:20:34.699
Jason Block: So this first query, when we looked at it we were able to 
capture, and this is again through May, and this covered the time 
period from July two thousand and twenty, one through May of two 
thousand and twenty two,

89
00:20:34.710 --> 00:20:39.960
Jason Block: and we had about a million patients who either tested 
positive for Kovat

90
00:20:40.420 --> 00:20:43.559
or had a diagnostic code for Kovat nineteen. The

91
00:20:44.940 --> 00:20:52.140
Jason Block: this group we had about thirty seven thousand patients 
that had received packs a little bit prescription through May we?

92
00:20:52.340 --> 00:21:06.620
Jason Block: This was data from twenty-eight sites, so we have forty-
three sites that are participating in this project. Several of them 



are Freestanding Children's hospitals that don't have much access to 
the prescriptions, because while it's fda- approved. Or it has an Eua,

93
00:21:06.630 --> 00:21:12.399
Jason Block: the Fda for those twelve and up. Most of these 
prescriptions are being given to high-risk adults.

94
00:21:12.460 --> 00:21:28.849
Jason Block: Um. So actually the number of sites that are included in 
this was only twenty, eight of the forty three. There are a number of 
ah other sites that have had some struggles with actually getting 
hacks livid data into their Covid Cdms. And so we've been 
troubleshooting a lot

95
00:21:28.860 --> 00:21:36.199
Jason Block: sites to to to enable them to update their data in order 
to capture that those paxobic prescriptions.

96
00:21:36.620 --> 00:21:40.369
Jason Block: You can see the breakdowns by race and ethnicity

97
00:21:40.760 --> 00:21:57.950
Jason Block: across all those patients, testing positive or having 
diagnostic codes for Covid nineteen um, and those receiving packs of 
it, and you can see so already start to see some differences that have 
emerged. Um! For the percent of patients who are Hispanic

98
00:21:57.960 --> 00:22:12.499
Jason Block: in the percent of patients who are black or African 
American, whereas we have a higher proportion of those who have Covid 
or testing positive for Sars forty, two compared to those who are 
receiving packs with it. And so this is one of the issues that we 
wanted to unpack.

99
00:22:14.050 --> 00:22:27.479
Jason Block: This is a graphic. That just shows the total number of 
patients that receive prescriptions or or administered these 
medications. Starting in September of two thousand and twenty one,

100
00:22:27.520 --> 00:22:43.330
Jason Block: we started in that month, just to show you some of the 
changes over the course of time in the monoclonal prescriptions you 



can see really, January of two thousand and twenty two is when some of 
these other medications start coming about and on the Y-axis, here is 
the number of patients. Treated.

101
00:22:43.650 --> 00:23:06.950
Jason Block: So the first observation that you can see here in blue or 
monaconals, where you can see sort of some undulation in terms of the 
number of patients receiving this. Some of this have to do with case 
counts, but some of it also had to do with the availability of these 
different therapeutics over the course of time, declining availability 
of, or declining use of monoclonal's

102
00:23:06.960 --> 00:23:18.779
Jason Block: starting through February of two thousand and twenty-two, 
and then picking up again a bit in May of two thousand and twenty two. 
So this is something that we want to explore. As I mentioned, 
Depthaloamab is the only

103
00:23:19.020 --> 00:23:29.930
Jason Block: a moniconal that's available. Now it became available in 
February. So probably some of this increase, starting in April and 
May, is from that so trova that was available to

104
00:23:29.940 --> 00:23:46.239
Jason Block: the be a one variant of omicron. But then that no longer 
has been effective against the V. A two variant. And so, while it was 
available, partly in the early pars of part of the omicron variant 
wave. It declined. And so that's why you see a lot of limited use one.

105
00:23:46.250 --> 00:23:54.969
Jason Block: This also coincides with the uptick in red of packs of 
the prescriptions as those became available, and more commonly used 
than monoclonal

106
00:23:55.390 --> 00:24:10.299
Jason Block: and purple in green. You see Molulu pira beer and wind as 
a year i'm still pretty limited use in terms of a number of patients 
treated over the course of time. So this just gives you a general 
sense of the amount of use of this.

107
00:24:12.270 --> 00:24:19.069
Jason Block: So one of the big issues, and this will take us to some 
of the changes that we've had to make in this query over the course of 



time

108
00:24:19.330 --> 00:24:32.169
Jason Block: is that one of the things that we really wanted to 
calculate was, what are the percent of patients who are testing, 
positive or diagnosed for Covid that are receiving these different 
therapeutics, And I am going to show you some of that data.

109
00:24:32.210 --> 00:24:43.149
Jason Block: Um. However, in order to really facilitate that we need a 
good denominator. And what we've been using in this first query is the 
denominator of just those testing, positive or diagnostic.

110
00:24:43.340 --> 00:24:44.889
Jason Block: What we discovered

111
00:24:44.900 --> 00:24:59.320
Jason Block: is that actually a lot of the patients who receive pax 
livid, and then a fair number that received momentum peer- beer never 
have any objective information that they had Covid um, either a 
positive test

112
00:24:59.330 --> 00:25:13.700
Jason Block: or a Covid diagnostic code. So when we looked at this for 
those who received Paxel bid only twenty three percent actually had a 
documented Sars Cov: Two test, And this is irrespective of whether it 
was positive we assumed most of them were

113
00:25:13.730 --> 00:25:21.220
Jason Block: but only twenty. Three percent actually had a documented 
test, and only fifty four percent had a diagnosis of Kovat nineteen

114
00:25:21.470 --> 00:25:37.459
Jason Block: moment peer-review you can see slightly higher. Um, and 
then room Desevere in monoclonal, as you can see, quite a bit higher 
in terms of those who receive tests or diagnoses. Up to ninety seven 
percent of those who received mob. Clonals actually had a Covid 
nineteen diagnosis.

115
00:25:37.470 --> 00:25:54.189
Jason Block: So this led us to a bit of a challenge in this first go 
around in iteration of the data, which is that there ended up being a 



lot of patients that were in the numerator; that all weren't also in 
the denominator, because we did not include as part of the denominator 
anybody who received a therapeutic.

116
00:25:54.200 --> 00:26:01.589
Jason Block: So you're going to see some of the data that we process 
is an over estimate of the ratio, or the percent of patients who are

117
00:26:01.600 --> 00:26:11.300
Jason Block: who have Covid um that receive these therapeutics, and we 
fix that in the most recent iteration of our assessment of this about 
these therapeutics.

118
00:26:12.970 --> 00:26:30.060
Jason Block: So this first slide is not really doesn't really depend 
on that denominator issue. Rather, we just simply looked at within 
different cohorts. So within all the patients who were in the Covid 
Cohort tested positive or at a diagnostic code,

119
00:26:30.070 --> 00:26:32.990
Jason Block: or among all the patients who receive packs with it,

120
00:26:33.000 --> 00:26:42.659
Jason Block: and when we captured pact with it here, we didn't 
actually require them to have a positive test or a diagnosis. It's 
just anybody who received a patch of the prescription.

121
00:26:42.910 --> 00:26:55.719
Jason Block: Um! And what here we broke down is the proportion by 
race. Um black Ah! Missing race other in Asia. We don't show white 
race here because it actually

122
00:26:55.730 --> 00:27:14.949
Jason Block: ah causes some difficulty actually seeing these 
differences, because the the greatest proportion of patients, both in 
the Pax of it and Covid group are um white race. And so we decided to 
exclude that group from this graphic and just show you the non-white 
racial works here.

123
00:27:14.960 --> 00:27:28.159
Jason Block: And so what you see here is in the Covid group, and the 
patients were fifty to sixty, four years of age. About sixteen percent 



of those testing, positive or having a covid diagnostic code for black 
or African American.

124
00:27:28.170 --> 00:27:38.659
Jason Block: But around nine percent or so of those receiving packs of 
that were black or African-american. So you can see some differences 
right away just comparing those two glue bars.

125
00:27:38.680 --> 00:27:58.149
Jason Block: Missing race is in green, that much difference. Other 
race is in purple, and these are designated other racial groups in the 
Covid Cdm. Um, And then some slight differences in in Asian race, 
whereas there's slightly larger percent or proportion of those who are 
Asian race among those treated

126
00:27:58.160 --> 00:28:02.990
Jason Block: with packs of it. Compared to those testing, positive or 
with Covid diagnoses,

127
00:28:03.000 --> 00:28:08.749
Jason Block: you see the same general pattern for the other age group 
sixty, five, to seventy, nine.

128
00:28:09.300 --> 00:28:20.909
Jason Block: Where you see this gap between those, the proportion who 
have Covid, who are black or African American in the proportion that 
receive packs with.

129
00:28:21.630 --> 00:28:27.809
Jason Block: So that's the general finding that we found with this, 
And next i'll show you kind of the ratio breakdown that I talked about 
before

130
00:28:27.920 --> 00:28:34.189
Jason Block: here. I'm. Just showing you the fifty to sixty, four year 
olds and the sixty five to seventy, nine year olds. The

131
00:28:34.860 --> 00:28:42.000
Jason Block: here you see by month, and This is the percent of all 
patients on the Y-axis testing positive or diagnosed by month.

132



00:28:42.150 --> 00:28:50.740
Jason Block: And here are the different racial groups that we looked 
at Asian white, other missing and black.

133
00:28:50.870 --> 00:29:10.470
Jason Block: So i'll just point out the the biggest finding that's 
consistent with this, which is that you can see the proportion that 
are black and or African American that are receiving tax orbit seems 
to be lower by month compared to the other groups. So, for example, 
you compare the black African American patients in red

134
00:29:10.480 --> 00:29:19.560
Jason Block: to the white patients in green, and you can see this gap. 
A lower proportion or a lower ratio of patients are being

135
00:29:19.590 --> 00:29:33.149
Jason Block: treated for a black African American compared to the 
other racial groups. And that's true. For fifty to sixty, four year 
olds, and also sixty, five to seventy, nine. We don't show the eighty 
plus, but it's also similar in that age group as well.

136
00:29:33.660 --> 00:29:43.030
Jason Block: So seems to be that there's a gap or disparity, or a 
difference that's emerging in by a race in this group.

137
00:29:43.640 --> 00:29:53.410
Jason Block: I showed you earlier some differences that we noted for 
those who are up hispanic ethnicity as well. But actually, when we 
segment or stratify that by age,

138
00:29:54.100 --> 00:30:11.780
Jason Block: see that consistent finding across. So some of that 
difference that we show in the overall data seem to probably be 
confounded by age such that when we actually stratify by age, we don't 
see those differences emerge. It really just seemed to be this 
difference among black or African

139
00:30:14.930 --> 00:30:24.200
Jason Block: um. We We further looked at some of the data by the 
disease groups that we assessed. I'm not showing that here, but we 
will show that

140



00:30:24.210 --> 00:30:38.609
Jason Block: um as we update this data and have more patients that are 
treated through the July of two thousand and twenty-two. But we showed 
some interesting patterns among those who are in those kind of severe 
disease, immunosuppressed groups

141
00:30:38.620 --> 00:30:55.449
Jason Block: that we wanted to see how often those patients were being 
treated. The biggest finding that we ah discovered in the preliminary 
data is that a lower proportion of patients who had received organ 
transplants are receiving packs a little bit compared to some, some of 
the other groups, and that that probably makes sense.

142
00:30:55.460 --> 00:31:05.099
Jason Block: Um, because of all the drug interactions that we see, and 
that group tends to be treated probably more commonly with monoclonal 
antibodies.

143
00:31:06.580 --> 00:31:13.939
Jason Block: So we just updated this query. He covers data through 
July of two thousand and twenty two thirty sites were able to respond 
to this.

144
00:31:14.050 --> 00:31:21.379
Jason Block: We fix the denominator issue so included in the 
denominator or all patients who are receiving therapeutics in addition 
to

145
00:31:21.930 --> 00:31:27.029
Jason Block: to those testing positive in those who have diagnostic 
codes for Kovat

146
00:31:27.320 --> 00:31:43.409
Jason Block: um. And we're doing some additional exploration of 
characteristics of patients who are document to have Covid versus not. 
We wanted to get a sense, or those patients actually different from 
those who are being treated with Maxwell. Then, um without 
documentation, objective documentation of Covid nineteen

147
00:31:44.210 --> 00:32:03.079
Jason Block: we added a twenty to forty, nine year old cohort, about a 
third of the patients receiving these medications. Um seem to be in 
that twenty to forty, nine year old Cohort um, and the top line 



information that we have so far with this report that we just got over 
the weekend is that thirty sites have data available

148
00:32:03.090 --> 00:32:11.010
Jason Block: um to look at. Pax livid and monochonal specifically. In 
addition to the other less common, we use therapeutic momentum

149
00:32:11.320 --> 00:32:16.359
more than double the number of patients that receive packs a bit 
compared to their earlier data.

150
00:32:16.400 --> 00:32:28.879
Jason Block: We're still troubleshooting with sites that have been 
unable to capture packs of it so that we can um serially increase the 
number of sites that we're able to include in these queries looking 
for.

151
00:32:30.040 --> 00:32:38.790
Jason Block: Alright, Let me stop there, Danielle. I don't know if 
there are any other questions that that have come up yet and

152
00:32:38.860 --> 00:32:44.889
Jason Block: and give me, you know, any any specific queries that came 
about?

153
00:32:47.150 --> 00:33:02.060
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): Yeah, we don't have any questions yet 
in the chat, for everybody who might have joined a little bit later. 
Feel free. If you have any questions to either, write them in a chat, 
or put them in A. Q. A. Um, or at this time, too, if you want to raise 
your hand, we can unmute you. So you cannot just ask Jason directly if 
you have any.

154
00:33:06.650 --> 00:33:07.670
Jason Block: Okay.

155
00:33:09.150 --> 00:33:26.580
Jason Block: As I mentioned, we always update our cumulative query. 
And what are some of the big editions that we may take and already 
refer to. I'll show you a little bit of that data at the end of this 
presentation. So, for example, we looked at cardiac complications in 
our youngest children. We looked at Hepatitis.



156
00:33:26.590 --> 00:33:44.629
Jason Block: We've started to more readily expand our definition of 
Covid to include those testing positive and those with covid 
diagnostic codes. So we often look at cases like care settings or 
ambulatory ed and inpatient.

157
00:33:44.640 --> 00:33:52.879
Jason Block: We only usually have segmented the data in that way for 
those testing positive. But now we do that as well for those with 
diagnostic codes

158
00:33:53.160 --> 00:34:10.419
Jason Block: I mentioned before we're going to include some monkey 
pots assessments in the September query that will cover data through 
August. We're going to look at the Ipd Ten code. See how many patients 
we capture. We're also going to look at the use of the one approved 
therapeutic.

159
00:34:10.429 --> 00:34:23.989
Jason Block: We may also look at some of the vaccine codes that are 
available for the vaccines that are available for monkey pox, though 
we expect that we'll have limited capture because of the way that that 
vaccine has been rolled out.

160
00:34:24.000 --> 00:34:35.389
Jason Block: Um less commonly rolled out through health systems and 
through some other public health authorities and in other types of 
clinics. But that's going to be one addition to what we're going to be 
looking at.

161
00:34:36.780 --> 00:34:45.549
Jason Block: So before I go into what we had gleaned from the 
cumulative query through the end of June I just wanted to update 
everyone on our dissemination efforts.

162
00:34:46.130 --> 00:35:04.240
Jason Block: We've had three publications that have been published. 
Um, two of them in Mmwr. Two in other journals. Um also Cdc. Regularly 
updates the data that they capture from the cornet on their Cdc Covid 
data tracker

163



00:35:04.430 --> 00:35:18.419
Jason Block: Um, which you can find as well on their on their website. 
And that data is updated through June of two thousand and twenty-two. 
And as we process new data, it will be updated through. Then

164
00:35:19.830 --> 00:35:26.190
Jason Block: we also one of the things that we're going to be moving 
more directly toward is

165
00:35:26.770 --> 00:35:29.339
to include as many

166
00:35:29.360 --> 00:35:46.750
Jason Block: um folks across proportion as we possibly can in some of 
the manuscripts. Um, So we have two papers that are currently being 
reviewed by site. Ah, collaborative authors! And these are papers that 
we've actually been working on for a long time and have updated a 
number of different times

167
00:35:46.760 --> 00:35:51.570
Jason Block: over the course of this project. These papers even 
started before

168
00:35:51.600 --> 00:36:11.349
Jason Block: this project began, and we have the papers that include 
data updated through January of twenty, twenty two that we've sent out 
for site Authors to review um and to give us their feedback on-site 
Authors have already reviewed these papers in earlier iterations. Our 
plan is actually to submit these for publications in September.

169
00:36:11.570 --> 00:36:18.350
Jason Block: We will indicate to the journals that we're going to 
update this data through whatever month we actually

170
00:36:18.670 --> 00:36:24.539
Jason Block: at the time with. Just before these papers get accepted 
for publication,

171
00:36:25.110 --> 00:36:33.929
Jason Block: we have two papers that are using data from our advanced 
analytic queries that we have sent out one that's looking at Long 
Kovat, and how



172
00:36:34.450 --> 00:36:38.279
Jason Block: how common in certain conditions and symptoms are

173
00:36:38.300 --> 00:36:45.180
for patients testing positive versus testing negative. We have a a 
full draft of this that's been edited

174
00:36:45.370 --> 00:36:47.720
Jason Block: by an initial round of authors.

175
00:36:47.960 --> 00:36:58.769
Jason Block: We will be sending it out to the full um list of authors 
soon, and also circulating this to site Authors um to participate in a 
collaborative authorship group,

176
00:36:59.120 --> 00:37:10.029
Jason Block: We're going to have another paper that is being drafted 
right now. Looking at the relationship between control of hypertension 
and diabetes at baseline and covid outcomes.

177
00:37:10.040 --> 00:37:22.869
Jason Block: Ah! Including hospitalization, use some chemical 
ventilation, icu, care, length of stay, and ah, and various other 
outcomes that we're looking at. So these will be papers that sites do 
have an opportunity to contribute.

178
00:37:22.880 --> 00:37:34.730
Jason Block: All of our papers have been collaborative between Cdc. 
And the Cornet, and we have the Cornet authors and Cdc. Authors. But 
we're trying to expand the number of folks that can participate in 
these.

179
00:37:36.280 --> 00:37:47.650
Jason Block: You mentioned therapeutics, and equity is a big issue. 
And so we're going to be working with Cdc. Also on an Mmwr publication 
on Risk and Therapeutics. With this updated data that we've just 
received

180
00:37:49.760 --> 00:37:56.290
Jason Block: one of the other things that i'll talk about this 



recently. We got some great recommendations about

181
00:37:56.300 --> 00:38:12.159
Jason Block: about sort of describing in a broader sense the impact 
that this project has had on the Federal Government's response to 
Covid Um. And So we're compiling some information to have a slide on 
that upcoming as well, because we know that dissemination and use of 
this

182
00:38:12.170 --> 00:38:19.679
Jason Block: of this data is not just in the form of publications, but 
rather also in the way that it's being used in those who are 
responsible for

183
00:38:19.850 --> 00:38:27.029
Jason Block: for managing the public health in the Federal Government 
response to the pandemic.

184
00:38:28.740 --> 00:38:45.680
Jason Block: Okay, I'll close by going over um some data that we've 
recently processed from that cumulative query. This includes forty, 
two of the forty three sites um new data on hepatitis and cardiac 
complications. Some enhanced definitions of covid. And we also have 
been looking at

185
00:38:45.700 --> 00:38:55.580
Jason Block: ah incidents of diabetes Post-covid, because that's an 
important issue that's emerged as a potential post-to-case quality of 
Kovat.

186
00:38:57.170 --> 00:39:10.230
Jason Block: I've shown this Ah, these type of numbers in this type of 
table every time I've given this presentation this is the population 
under surveillance. This is data, as I mentioned from forty, two sites 
through the end of June.

187
00:39:10.610 --> 00:39:16.540
We have one point, six million adult patients who we have recorded to 
test positive

188
00:39:16.780 --> 00:39:33.909
Jason Block: um. Now that represents more than that that represents 



the total number of patients, but this each patient is only allowed to 
contribute once to that cohort. So some of these patients actually 
have had breakthrough infections as well, and have a documented second 
or three,

189
00:39:33.920 --> 00:39:39.380
Jason Block: a positive Kovat test. But this is a total number of that 
have any positive test.

190
00:39:39.930 --> 00:39:44.729
Jason Block: And of that one point six million, about twelve percent. 
Um,

191
00:39:46.010 --> 00:39:54.529
Jason Block: If we add the expanded definition that includes a Covid 
nineteen diagnostic code as well as a positive test. That's two point. 
Two million adults.

192
00:39:55.520 --> 00:40:11.229
Jason Block: We have seven million patients who have been documented 
to only ever test negative over the course of the pandemic and twenty 
five percent of those are hospitalized, and that's because of the 
routine nature of testing all in patients who come in

193
00:40:11.240 --> 00:40:20.439
Jason Block: um with Ah Covid testing. And so we see a higher percent 
of those testing negative who have been hospitalized than those 
testing, positive

194
00:40:20.590 --> 00:40:29.420
Jason Block: and in total throughout the entire all of the inclusion 
criteria that we have which include respiratory, almost diagnostic 
codes, vaccines, therapeutics,

195
00:40:29.460 --> 00:40:37.540
Jason Block: Covid testing. Ah, we have about twenty million almost 
twenty million adults that are included across the forty two sites in 
the Covid Tdms

196
00:40:38.530 --> 00:40:55.610
Jason Block: for kids just under five hundred thousand testing 
positive, three of whom have been hospitalized six hundred and twenty 



thousand. If you include the expanded definition, two point five 
million who have only ever tested negative, and thirteen percent of 
those who were hospitalized

197
00:40:55.620 --> 00:41:03.870
Jason Block: and just under six and a half million that are included 
in the Covid Cdm. For kids, and that's under twenty years of age.

198
00:41:04.160 --> 00:41:21.540
Jason Block: One of the important things that we've wanted to know is, 
are those patients who are captured as having Covid through diagnostic 
codes or positive tests, but they different in systematic ways. One of 
the ways that we looked at that is, we compare demographics to those 
testing positive to those with Covid diagnostic

199
00:41:21.550 --> 00:41:32.190
Jason Block: codes. And we don't really see any major differences over 
time which is reassuring that there's not some systematic bias in the 
way that we're actually defining patients with quota.

200
00:41:34.430 --> 00:41:37.399
Jason Block: As I mentioned, We've looked at diabetes, incidents.

201
00:41:37.680 --> 00:41:57.369
Jason Block: So we defined incidents of diabetes um, taking in part 
some of the computable phenotypes that the you know to cover projects 
that the cornet is participating in. And we define this as a use of 
meds other than an Sgl. T two or metformin. Those medications are used 
for other reasons than just treatment of diabetes.

202
00:41:57.380 --> 00:42:02.880
Jason Block: So we've looked at more the medications that are specific 
for diabetes, treatment,

203
00:42:03.160 --> 00:42:13.489
Jason Block: a one, c. Greater than or equal to six point five percent 
and diagnostic codes for diabetes. And we've looked at this for 
incidents. So those that are

204
00:42:13.850 --> 00:42:23.330
Jason Block: having these elements that are captured in thirty one to 
one hundred days. After a positive test. We focused here specifically 



on positive tests,

205
00:42:24.080 --> 00:42:35.639
Jason Block: and did not have evidence of these during the baseline 
period. They could have had it in the zero to thirty days, but not in 
a baseline period of eighteen months to see where it is prior to 
index.

206
00:42:36.490 --> 00:42:41.459
Jason Block: We look at this in both patients who tested negative and 
tested positive.

207
00:42:41.470 --> 00:42:50.119
Jason Block: Here. I'm. Showing you some graphics of the percent 
incidents of mom goes in blue who tested positive and those in green 
who tested negative.

208
00:42:50.190 --> 00:42:58.070
Jason Block: And this is broken down by age on the graphic that you 
can see here and then by race and ethnicity here.

209
00:42:58.720 --> 00:43:13.660
Jason Block: This represents about one hundred and sixteen thousand 
adults, who ended up having what we think is infinite diabetes. This 
is probably a slight overestimate, and it represents an overall.

210
00:43:13.670 --> 00:43:28.689
Jason Block: Ah! Incidents of about eight percent of patients who end 
up being documented as having diabetes after they have a positive test 
compared to only about two percent for those who are testing negative. 
Um. The reason that this is likely overestimated

211
00:43:28.700 --> 00:43:37.169
Jason Block: is that a number of patients don't have a lot of care 
prior to the documentation of their positive or their negative test,

212
00:43:37.180 --> 00:43:56.660
Jason Block: and so if they don't have a lot of care at Baseline, it's 
very possible that they were diagnosed with with diabetes during the 
baseline period. But we just had no record of it. Um! And this 
particular query didn't require that they had a strong connection to 
the health care system in the Baseline. Period. This was just kind of 



our first attempt at capturing this data,

213
00:43:56.830 --> 00:44:03.880
Jason Block: so you can see some of the differences over the course. 
Of time the incidence rises. The Y-axis here is out of twenty five 
percent,

214
00:44:03.890 --> 00:44:17.429
Jason Block: and then declines in the oldest Age group. But you can 
see the gap at each age group in blue between the incidence of those 
who had tested, positive, compared to negative, that there appears to 
be a higher incidence among those who are testing positive,

215
00:44:17.700 --> 00:44:20.390
Jason Block: and you can see that breakdown also among

216
00:44:20.400 --> 00:44:33.430
Jason Block: the racial groups. Um, And this includes a kind of joint 
assessment of race and ethnicity. So you can see the hispanic group, 
and then the other racial groups are non-hispanic black non-hispanic 
white

217
00:44:33.440 --> 00:44:42.939
Jason Block: non-ispendication non-hispanic other race and then 
missing data you can also see that gap between those who are testing 
positive compared to negative.

218
00:44:44.250 --> 00:44:55.089
Jason Block: We show the same in children. Um, The first thing i'll 
just point out that this is a Y-axis out of one. Obviously, diabetes 
is much much less common among kids

219
00:44:55.100 --> 00:45:14.350
Jason Block: and adults. These are children less than twenty years of 
age, and so really, really uncommon to find incident diabetes in this 
population. But you still see a little bit of this gap between the 
positive and the negatives, especially in the older kids

220
00:45:14.360 --> 00:45:33.739
Jason Block: five years in up, especially in the oldest kids. Um, at 
twelve um! And up to less than twenty, but still really really 
uncommon. But a slight gap between those who are testing positive and 



negative. You see also the some of the same gaps that we found by race 
and ethnicity that we found for adults.

221
00:45:33.750 --> 00:45:45.540
Jason Block: So we're going to be exploring this more. But this was 
our first kind of attempt at looking at Diabetes incidents, and 
thought that it was interesting that we could detect some of these 
differences between those testing, confident versus negative

222
00:45:47.790 --> 00:46:07.210
Jason Block: Tegan. Mention the cardi complications in the youngest 
children that we have that recently became eligible for vaccination. 
These are cardiac complications in patients who have tested positive 
for Covid, and so we have not looked at this in those who have been 
vaccinated like we looked at previously

223
00:46:07.220 --> 00:46:16.550
Jason Block: older kids and adults. But you can see the number of 
cases of cardi complications after Covid that we were able to detect.

224
00:46:16.700 --> 00:46:34.560
Jason Block: This is our broader definition includes multi-
inflammatory syndrome um as well as peripchronitis and myocritis in 
the mis alone in the combination of mis and Kalasakis, and then this 
includes our group of patients, all patients who are testing positive.

225
00:46:34.990 --> 00:46:42.440
Jason Block: So we detected about four hundred patients with cardi 
complications. After Kovat. This is within forty two days. Of Kovat.

226
00:46:43.130 --> 00:46:53.440
Jason Block: Most of those are Mis. So you can see three hundred and 
seventy-seven or Mis so only about twenty two were documented only to 
have percovitis or Myocritis

227
00:46:53.450 --> 00:46:58.670
Jason Block: little bit more when you increase the definition to 
include both the Mis and Kawasaki

228
00:46:58.830 --> 00:47:14.909
Jason Block: percent of of patients who have these conditions, after 
Covid is really small about zero point three. So that's four hundred, 



divided by the denominator of one hundred and thirty seven thousand 
seven hundred and five, which is our total denominator,

229
00:47:15.390 --> 00:47:28.340
Jason Block: some nail predominance, as is expected when we find these 
cardiac complications, and you see a greater male predominance among 
those who have credit complications compared to those who are just 
testing positive

230
00:47:28.380 --> 00:47:44.430
Jason Block: um very similar non-white non-hispanic white populations. 
This is the percent who are non-hispanic white within each of these 
groups slightly lower percent among those experiencing credit 
complications compared to those who are testing positive.

231
00:47:44.490 --> 00:47:46.970
Jason Block: And then you can see the percent Hispanic,

232
00:47:46.980 --> 00:47:53.020
Jason Block: which is slightly higher for those with Cardi 
complications compared to those testing positive.

233
00:47:53.030 --> 00:48:12.570
Jason Block: So this was our first attempt at looking at this 
particular issue. Um Tegan, already mentioned hepatitis, which is what 
we looked at. We looked at those testing, positive and those testing 
negative when we saw actually a similar proportion of those testing 
positive to negative, who experience hepatitis which has been useful 
for the Cdc response.

234
00:48:13.900 --> 00:48:26.859
Jason Block: We looked at some of this. The percent who have any of 
these cardi complications by month, just to see if there were any 
changes over the course of time. This represents very few cases in any 
given month,

235
00:48:26.870 --> 00:48:48.619
Jason Block: and so it's hard to make a whole lot of this. You can 
sort of see a declining trend of sorts where it was highest earlier in 
the pandemic and lowest more recently, but because this represents so 
few cases. We're not sure that you can make all that much about this 
directly, but it's something that we wanted to plot out. You can see 
the Y-axis here, by the way, is out of two percent. So really



236
00:48:48.630 --> 00:48:51.229
Jason Block: uncommon to have these complications,

237
00:48:53.760 --> 00:49:02.819
Jason Block: All right. I mentioned earlier that one of our other ways 
of describing impact in this is to try to put together a document of 
our project impact.

238
00:49:02.980 --> 00:49:14.499
Jason Block: Um. This was recommended on Prior Webinars. Specifically, 
Janice Curtis, of Duke Um has helped to kind of put this at the top of 
our radar to develop.

239
00:49:15.120 --> 00:49:22.859
Jason Block: For the last couple of weeks we've been working with Phi 
and Cdc to describe all the different types of ways that the data has 
been used.

240
00:49:22.900 --> 00:49:34.080
Jason Block: For example, it's been included in the presentations to a 
cip. The Fd. Advisory Committees on Approval Vaccines. The White 
House.

241
00:49:34.090 --> 00:49:49.309
Jason Block: The data has been used in a variety of different ways. In 
the Cdc response. It's also been used as a catalyst for some non Cdc 
activities, such as to provide some preliminary data for awards and 
other research opportunities.

242
00:49:50.560 --> 00:49:59.340
Jason Block: We provided an initial list of these items to Phi I. 
Who's going to be collating all of these and putting them into some 
type of document

243
00:49:59.990 --> 00:50:05.529
Jason Block: we'll circulate to sites, to try to get a better sense 
and describe our impact more directly.

244
00:50:06.130 --> 00:50:13.110
Jason Block: We'll plan to share this with sites and the Corey Once 



this is completed. So this is something we're going to be working on 
over the next couple of weeks.

245
00:50:14.730 --> 00:50:33.699
Jason Block: All right. Well, um! That's really the end of the 
information that I have. I know there's a question that just popped 
up. But just to summarize your three funding um should be coming to 
you very shortly. We're preparing a list of topics to be covered, and 
we'll circulate that as soon as that's more complete,

246
00:50:34.000 --> 00:50:47.699
Jason Block: we ask all of you to continue as you've been doing to 
update your Covid Cdm at the beginning of every month, and that's 
going to include at the very beginning of September with our next cuma 
inquiry that's going to be coming shortly, which will include some 
additional

247
00:50:47.710 --> 00:50:55.230
Jason Block: additions like monkey pox, codes, and and making some 
progress on Covid Therapeutics.

248
00:50:55.240 --> 00:50:56.590
What We're asking all

249
00:50:56.600 --> 00:51:00.389
of you to do if you can, as as you update that data.

250
00:51:00.740 --> 00:51:18.370
Jason Block: If we're going to be looking at some of these newer 
things like Covid therapeutics and monkey talk codes. Um, if you can 
use those codes to actually add to your Covid. Ah cdm inclusion 
criteria that will better enable us to look at those issues in 
upcoming queries.

251
00:51:18.660 --> 00:51:28.679
Jason Block: We talked about the manuscripts that are in process. I 
expect to hear more about that soon, and that's all that I have. And 
here are the emails for me.

252
00:51:28.780 --> 00:51:41.240
Jason Block: Um, Tom and Bridget Nolan, who is our project manager? 
Um, at Harvard program, who coordinates a lot of our activities. And, 



Phi Ii. You have some contacts for them as well as they communicate 
with you about the

253
00:51:41.290 --> 00:51:49.739
Jason Block: upcoming contracts, so I will stop there and stop sharing 
my screen, and we can answer any questions that have come up

254
00:51:51.520 --> 00:51:58.579
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): great. Thank you, Jason, and it wasn't 
a question. Just people saying, Thank you for the impact statement and 
working on that. So

255
00:52:00.090 --> 00:52:14.539
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): if anybody has any questions, we'll 
wait a minute or two um like, we said previously. Feel free to go 
ahead and enter the question in the chat in the Q. A. Or if you want 
to go ahead and raise your hand, we can enable you to go ahead and 
see.

256
00:52:23.620 --> 00:52:26.010
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): All right. Courtesy should be able to 
talk. Now,

257
00:52:26.880 --> 00:52:31.399
Curtis Kieler: actually, this is Janice. I had got his

258
00:52:31.860 --> 00:52:57.069
Curtis Kieler: calendar invite, accepted it, but it Anyway, Jason, I 
think this: the presentation is great, and one of the questions I 
wanted to ask you. I thought information about the differences to 
health disparities. You know, the differences between blacks and 
whites and other ethnic groups is really just fascinating, especially 
as more people are beginning to really pay attention to health 
disparities, and I was just wondering,

259
00:52:57.080 --> 00:53:08.629
Curtis Kieler: You know. Um, I know there are lots of not last, but 
several groups here that are looking at health disparities. Would it 
be okay to share that information with them? Those ah, those 
particular graphics.

260
00:53:09.060 --> 00:53:23.249



Jason Block: Yeah, Janice, I I think you can share those like, I said, 
we're going to be preparing a a publication for dissemination on that. 
But you know what I shared here is preliminary data and feel free. 
We've shared it in a couple of different ways. So far,

261
00:53:23.320 --> 00:53:28.210
Jason Block: you know, we obviously are not disseminating that 
information to the public. So you can just ask them

262
00:53:28.670 --> 00:53:46.290
Jason Block: close to the vest and um. But yeah, happy for you to 
share that. And um like you said it's concerning It's something that 
has been discovered in some ecological data that Cdc's already 
processed, where they look at, for example, the number of 
prescriptions

263
00:53:46.300 --> 00:54:02.689
Curtis Kieler: that have been given out in zip codes based on the 
social vulnerability index, or the neighborhood deprivation index, and 
they found more prescriptions in less vulnerable. Zip codes, and we're 
we're looking at that at kind of the patient level. When one

264
00:54:02.700 --> 00:54:13.640
Jason Block: understanding. It is the the key to understanding. It is 
first to to document it, and then to try to come up with some 
solutions, and I know Cdc. Is very interested in this.

265
00:54:14.030 --> 00:54:18.980
Expect that this will be an ongoing process that we that we try to 
uncover.

266
00:54:19.330 --> 00:54:36.990
Curtis Kieler: So So what i'll do is, I will just share it with a few 
people with the caveat that you know a paper to be coming soon as soon 
as the bell while we distribute it. But I just I think it helps to 
demonstrate Also, you know the value of this participation in this 
particular study which I reiterate all the time. Ah,

267
00:54:37.000 --> 00:54:38.590
Jason Block: yeah, that sounds good, Janice.

268
00:54:38.600 --> 00:54:41.540



Curtis Kieler: So that that's great. But thank you so much. I 
appreciate that

269
00:54:50.720 --> 00:54:53.779
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): great. Thank you, Janice, Any other 
questions.

270
00:54:57.740 --> 00:55:14.370
Curtis Kieler: I'm sorry this is Jenna. So I really wanted to thank. I 
know she's gone, but I really wanted to say thank the Cbc. For 
supporting this as well. I really think this is important work, and 
you know the fact that we

271
00:55:14.380 --> 00:55:27.210
Curtis Kieler: distribute or not history. But we provide data. 
Sometimes we don't always get the feedback in terms of how that data 
is being used. So I really like the fact that this particular project 
kind of closes the loop.

272
00:55:27.220 --> 00:55:42.449
Curtis Kieler: You know, I appreciate the presentations, Jason, that 
you and Tom do to show you this is the result of the work on the David 
that you guys have provided, and how we're using. So I really 
appreciate that. And, like, I said, appreciate Cdc's

273
00:55:42.510 --> 00:55:48.080
Curtis Kieler: support for financial support for this particular data 
collection initiative. Thank you.

274
00:55:48.090 --> 00:55:57.189
Jason Block: And Janice, like like I always say in these, how grateful 
I am to all of you who have worked on this project with us, and and

275
00:55:57.200 --> 00:56:16.359
Jason Block: um spend so many hours and effort contributing this data. 
Cdc really appreciates it. Which is why they join these calls, and 
they've been a great collaborator. We've worked really handing love um 
on this project, but you know they're they're really grateful for the 
opportunity to to get this data and to work with all of you.

276
00:56:28.220 --> 00:56:57.369
Jason Block: Great and I don't see any other questions in the Q. A. Or 



anybody else. Their hands raised. Um! So just as a reminder Um, we 
want to thank you all for your time and questions today, and we did 
record this call, so the recording, as well as the size and 
transcription, will be posted to the Phii website, and then we email 
that out afterwards. So be on the lookout for that. If you want to 
share some of that data and information. Um, that'll be coming to you. 
So, Janice, I know you talked about potentially showing some of the 
preliminary graphs. Um, those will be

277
00:56:57.380 --> 00:57:05.950
Danielle Sill, PHII (she/her): for the presentation and recording are 
available. So thank you all for joining us today, and we will see you 
guys back in a couple of months for our next Webinar.

278
00:57:05.960 --> 00:57:07.380
Curtis Kieler: Thank you.


